
NXT – April 11: 2012: This
Show Is Not Boring. It Makes
Little Sense But It Is Not
Boring
NXT
Date: April 11, 2012
Location: Hampton Coliseum, Hampton, Virginia
Commentators: William Regal, Josh Matthews

It’s  that  time  of  the  week  again.  After  last  week’s
disappointing ending to the Who Stole Striker story, it’s time
for more Regal vs. Hawkins/Reks, because that hasn’t been done
to death yet around here. We’ll also see Maxine trying to get
her hooks into Regal, which is probably an idea they came up
with in FCW and are using here. Let’s get to it.

Percy Watson vs. Johnny Curtis

Maxine comes out with Curtis and Watson isn’t pleased. He
thought they weren’t together anymore but Regal cuts off his
complaints and tells Maxine to stay away from the ring. Maxine
sits next to Regal and he can’t speak as well all of a sudden.
Watson speeds things up after a slow start with a one footed
dropkick where he lands on his feet. That was pretty cool.
They fight over a top wristlock and Watson takes over with an
atomic drop and a legdrop for two.

Maxine is whispering into Regal’s ear as Curtis takes over
with right hands. He sends Percy’s shoulder into the corner
and out to the floor as we take a break. Regal is now off
commentary  and  talking  to  Maxine.  Curtis  controls  with  a
wristlock but Watson comes back and rams some shoulders into
Curtis’ ribs. Regal is frustrated that he isn’t focused on his
job as Curtis hits a cool move by dropping a leg on the arm of
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a standing Watson for two.

Back to the arm hold and Watson can’t break out of it. Elbow
to the arm gets two. Josh doesn’t seem to get what’s wrong
with Regal. Regal tries to focus and talks about Curtis a bit
but still isn’t all there. I’d assume this is connected to
whatever the list of stuff Regal is into that Maxine and
Curtis were supposed to get their hands on last week or the
week before. Watson starts his comeback with his usual strikes
and the dropkicks as Regal leaves with Maxine. Belly to belly
puts Curtis down and Watson is distracted by Regal leaving,
allowing Curtis to roll him up for the pin at 8:13.

Rating:  C-.  This  was  ok  but  Curtis  is  just  such  an
uninteresting  character,  as  is  Watson.  Watson’s  character
basically is that he’s an athlete while Curtis is weird. The
weird part is fine when he’s talking, but in the ring it
doesn’t really do anything at all. The match was more about
Regal  and  Maxine,  which  is  ok  because  it  gives  us  some
intrigue. He looked distracted when they left so something is
up.

Hawkins and Reks talk to Maxine in the back who is minus Regal
now. She talks to them and asks if they did that thing. Reks
isn’t sure what they she means but apparently Regal is going
to be talking to them soon. She doesn’t get Striker back until
they  know  she  didn’t  screw  them  over.  Why  does  she  want
Striker  back?  They  leave  and  Maxine  pretends  to  cry  when
Bateman and Kaitlyn pop up. Maxine cries on Bateman’s shoulder
and asks for help with Reks/Hawkins. He says he’ll do it
because she’s the worst thing that ever happened to him. He
and  Kaitlyn  leave  and  Maxine  smiles.  This  is  a  confusing
story.

Tamina comes out of a dressing room and runs into Titus. She
yells at him for leaving Young last week but Titus has a peace
offering: a coconut tree. She seems legitimately pleased and
kisses him on the cheek. Tamina walks off and runs into Young



who doesn’t seem happy with Titus giving her a gift. Young
walks up to Titus and Titus says he was just proving he was
better than Young again. Titus leaves and Young is mad.

Back to Kaitlyn and Bateman with the one with better legs
saying that she misses the old days of NXT. Bateman disagrees
but they hear screams from a closet. They open it up to find
Striker bound and gagged holding Hawkins’ cane. Bateman wants
to get him to the doctor but Striker says he’ll handle this.
He leaves while Bateman and Kaitlyn shrug.

Raw ReBound is about Cena and Lesnar.

Regal comes up to Reks and Hawkins, saying he’s underestimated
them. He squeezes their necks and wants to know where Striker
is. They don’t know and Regal says if anything is wrong with
Striker, there will be serious consequences. Regal leaves and
they go to find Striker. They open the closet and find that
he’s gone. Are we supposed to believe that a guy that was
kidnapped in whatever city has been in the same closet for a
month now? Anyway Maxine comes with Curtis to laugh at them.

Michael McGillicutty vs. Tyson Kidd

Regal is back on commentary and is all messed up still. We get
a quick recap which is based around Kidd not being a Hart and
this is the rubber match in the feud. Regal seems back into it
once the bell rings. Kidd works on the arm to start and arm
drags him to a stalemate. He keeps making McGillicutty miss by
using  his  speed,  including  sliding  between  his  legs  to
clothesline him to the floor. Kidd dives over the top but
crotches himself on the ring skirt. McGillicutty sends him
onto the announce table as we take a break.

Back with McGillicutty holding a chinlock as Regal talks about
leopards. Kidd gets up quickly but a shot to the back of the
head puts him right back down. As he did earlier, Kidd speeds
things up and has better success. An armdrag puts McGillicutty
down and then fires off the strikes. A dropkick to the side of



the head gets two. A Sharpshooter is countered but Kidd comes
back with a Blockbuster for two. I could go for seeing that
move becoming someone’s finisher again. Kidd kicks him in the
head  and  tries  his  springboard  cross  body  but  Michael
dropkicks  him  out  of  the  air  for  two.

McGillicutter is countered into a backslide for two. Saito
Suplex puts Kidd down and McGillicutty hooks a Sharpshooter on
Kidd.  Tyson  makes  the  rope  so  McGillicutty  tries  the
PerfectPlex, which should have been his finisher since the day
he  debuted.  Kidd  reverses  it  though  and  sets  for  the
Sharpshooter. Instead of that though, he puts his foot above
McGillicutty’s shoulder and leans forward, wrapping his feet
around Michael’s head and pulling back on his arm as he leans
back.  It’s  like  a  triangle  choke  but  with  their  legs
intertwined  and  it  gets  the  tap  out  at  9:24.

Rating: B. This was an entertaining match with a cool finish
as Kidd goes up a level to beat McGillicutty. Regal talks
about Kidd doing submission training with Bret every day off
he has which plays into this as well. This was a very solid
ending to this feud and hopefully Kidd can get actual TV time
soon instead of being the best wrestler on NXT.

Overall Rating: C+. I certainly got my wish about this show:
Tonight’s episode was certainly not boring. I’m not completely
sure it made sense, but it definitely was not boring. However,
we got a very good main event (by NXT standards) and some plot
twists that have me wondering what’s coming next. That alone
is good enough to make this a good show and I’m curious as to
where this is going.

Results
Johnny Curtis b. Percy Watson – Rollup
Tyson Kidd b. Michael McGillicutty – Leg Trap Triangle Choke

Remember to like me on Facebook at:

http://www.facebook.com/pages/kbwrestlingreviewscom/1179302949
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